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Abstract 
 
This paper  describes the steps which should be followed by a laboratory in order to 
validate the fluorimetric method for natural uranium in water matrix. 
The validation of an analytical method is a necessary requirement prior accreditation under  
Standard norm ISO/IEC 17025, of a non – normalized method. 
Different analytical techniques differ in a sort of variables to be validated. Depending on 
the chemical process, measurement technique, matrix type, data fitting and measurement 
efficiency,  a laboratory must set up experiments to verify reliability of data, through the 
application of several statistical tests and by participating in Quality Programs (QP) 
organized by reference laboratories such as  the  National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST),  National Physics Laboratory (NPL),  or Environmental Measurements 
Laboratory (EML).  
However, the participation in QP not only involves international reference laboratories, but  
also, the national ones which are able to prove  proficiency to the Argentinean 
Accreditation Board. 
The parameters that the ARN laboratory had to validate in the fluorimetric method to fit in 
accordance with Eurachem guide and IUPAC definitions, are:  
Detection Limit,  Quantification Limit, Precision, Intra laboratory Precision, 
Reproducibility Limit,  Repeatability Limit, Linear Range and Robustness. 
Assays to fit the above parameters were designed on the bases of statistics requirements, 
and a detailed data treatment is presented together with the respective tests in order to show 
the parameters validated. 
As a final conclusion, the uranium determination by fluorimetry is a reliable method for 
direct measurement to meet radioprotection requirements in water  matrix, within its linear 
range which is fixed every time  a calibration is carried out at the beginning of the analysis. 
The detection limit ( depending on blank standard deviation and slope) varies between   3 
ug U  and  5 ug U which yields minimum detectable concentrations  (MDC) of  7 ug/l and  
12 ugU/l respectively.  
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